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SUMMARY

Soil-structure, interaction (SSI) research at the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) is focused on validating modeling and computational
procedures.

A data base has been obtained with instrumented scale models of stiff struc-
tures founded both on unsaturated alluvial soils and on rock. Explosives were
used to induce strong ground-motion for two experiments, one on rock and the
other on alluvium. A third experiment, a one-fourth scale containment
structure on saturated alluvium, relies on earthquakes as the energy source.
Analysis of the explosion-induced SSI data shows a marked shift in the funda-
mental frequency of the soil-structure system to a lower frequency. The
magnitude of the shift is a function of foundation conditions and level of
excitation. Analytical simulation was found to require more sophisticated
soil constitutive models and computer codes than are used in current practice.

The current phase of the program concentrates on evaluating SSI models used in
current deisgn practice by comparing predicted with recorded data at points in
the soil-structure system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During a strong motion earthquake, the dynamic coupling between massive
buildings and their underlying soil significantly influences the responses of
structures and hence components, piping, and equipment. In design analyses,
the translation of the free-field ground accelerations to input motions to the
building foundation is accomplished through soil-structure interaction (SSI)
models. The USNRC's Standard Review Plan (SRP) 37.2 specifies a conservative
enveloping of existing models since there is a lack of data to support a more
realistic approach. The objective of EPRI's SSI research is the generation of
an experimental data base to validate SSI models, particularly encompassing
nonlinear behavior under strong ground-motion.

EPRI has sponsored three series of strong-motion SSI experiments using buried
explosives. The first and second series of tests 121, also called
SIMQUAKE I and SIMQUAKE II tests, were conducted on a soft soil site near
Albuquerque, New Mexico; and the third series of tests 13], called
SIMQUAKE III, cosponsored by Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation, was performed
on d rock site near the Nine Mile Point (NMP) nuclear power station.
Currently, EPRI with the support of the Tiwan Power Company (Taipower is
collecting earthquake induced SSI data in Lotung, Taiwan on a 1/4- and 1112-
scale PWR type containment structure 4.

The paper will provide a summarized description of these experiments,
including discussions on major technical findings and the application of
experimental data to validate SSI analysis methods and procedures. The final
section of the paper will briefly describe other on-site earthquake monitoring
efforts being sponsored by EPRI. These research efforts tie directly to SSI
investigations in addressing free-field ground motion input and soil dynamic
behavior for water-saturated cohesionless soil layers.

2. SIMQUAKE I AND II EXPERIMENTS

The SIMQUAKE experiments were carried out in the spring of 1977 at the
University of New Mexico's McCormack Ranch Test Site near Albuquerque, New
Mexico 121. These tests, conducted by the university, Civil Systems, Inc.,
and Anco Engineering, Inc., were specifically designed to measure soil
response to ground-motion and the interaction between the soil and a structure
during strong ground-motion induced by the detonation of high energy buried
explosives. Model structures of diffierent sizes were constructed and
embedded to varying depths in different soil types. The motion produced in
the soil at a distance from the model structures and near as well as on the
structures was monitored to assess SSI.

2.1 SIMQUAKE I Test and Results

The first of these experiments consisted of three events: mini-SIMQUAKE,
SIMQUAKE IA, and SIMQUAKE IB [1]. Mini-SIMQUAKE was a small-scale experiment:
450 pounds 204 kg) of explosives rranged in two arrays were fired to
evaluate the use of explosives in sequence to extend the duration of the
ground motion. This test, a verification of the procedure before the main
test, was fired on March 8, 1977.
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The main SIMQUAKE event was a large-scale experiment consisting of two arrays
of explosives that totaled 70 tons 63,490 kg). Each array was 200 feet
(70 m) long, 75 feet 23 m) deep, and its center 62.5 feet 19 m) below ground
level. The arrays were 100 feet 30.5 m) apart, and the front one was about
120 feet 37 m) from the closest structures. The front array was to have
fired 1.5 seconds after the back but did not because of a firing system
malfunction. The back array of 40 tons 36,500 kg) was fired at the scheduled
test time on May 17, 1977, and this event is called SIMQUAKE IA. The front
array firing -- called SIMQUAKE IB -- occurred on June 22, 1977. The two
firings resulted in complete sets of data on two different levels of ground-
motion measured with accelerometers and velocity gauges at various ranges and
depths.

These explosive tests were carried out on five model structures, Figure 
The largest one, 1112 the size of a generic concrete containment vessel, was
embedded to 25% of its height in recompacted dry alluvium native to the
area. Three of the structures were 1124 the size of a containment
structure. Of these, one was buried under an amount of soil equal to its
height. The other two were embedded to 25% of their height, one in native
soil and the other in sand. The fifth model was 148 scale and buried to 25%
of its height in the native alluvium.

The explosions created strong ground-motion, which caused several of the
structures to respond nonlinearly. The formation of cavities or voids in the
soil was one of the major causes of strong nonlinear response. This occurred
when the motion of the structure beat the embedding soil back, breaking the
contact between the structure and the soil. This nonlinear SSI reduced the
1/12-scale model structure's low-amplitude frequency (obtained through forced
vibration tests) severalfold, from 16 Hz to 5-8 Hz in SIMQUAKE IA, which
produced about I G excitation, and to 24 Hz in SIMQUAKE IB, which produced
about 25 G excitation. These findings are significant for defining reactor
floor response to strong motion.

2.2 SIMQUAKE II Test and Results

To find out how the models responded to multiple ground motion cycles and to
cycles of extended duration, a second experiment called SIMQUAKE II WdS con-
ducted 2 The SIMQUAKE II test included a larger model structure (1/8-
scale). Also tested in the SIMQUAKE II were a model structure filled with
water for fluid-structure interaction monitoring, a model structure equipped
with seismic iolation pads for seismic isolation study, and two model struc-
tures installed close to each other for investigating interaction between
structures.

The array sizes and explosive amounts were bout the same as those used in
SIMQUAKE IA nd IB. However, special precautions were taken to ensure that
both arrays would fire at the required time. For the largest model, the 1/8-
scale, SIMQUAKE II produced a G excitation and reduced the rocking frequency
from 12 Hz to about 2 Hz.

2.3 Experimental Data and Analytical Correlation

In both the SIMQUAKE I and II experiments, instruments were placed in the free
field, near field, and on the structures. The free-field measurements were
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horizontal, vertical, and transverse ground-motion acceleration and
velocity. Figure 2 is the comparison of SIMQUAKE spectrum and the
appropriately-scaled prototype spectra based on 3 It shows that the
simulated motion duplicates many of the dominant frequencies and provides a
reasonable input to simulate earthquake-induced strong ground-motions. Near-
field measurements included these as well as angular displacements and
stresses on the front, rear, and base faces of the structures. A few soil
stress measurements were taken in the near field as were acceleration and
velocity. Array detonation, structure motion, and fluid motion were also
recorded by means of documentary fast photography.

These simulated ground motion experiments have yielded important information
by which nonlinear SSI behavior and parameters can be identified and better
understood. Both 1/8- and 1/12-scale data have been used to qualify the
STEALTH-SEISMIC 141 code for nonlinear SSI analysis 15,61, Figures 3 through
8.

Comparison between the analyses and experimental measurements confirms the
validity of the STEALTH-SEISMIC analytical approach. This approach includes
(1) soil island input, 2 kinematic cap soil constitutive model, 3 soil-
structure interface model (bonding and debonding), nd 4 the STEALTH
explicit integration algorithm. Good agreement between analyses and measure-
ments is achieved for all aspects of measured structural response including
horizontal and vertical translation, rigid body rocking, and interface stress
measurements on both the sides and bottom of the structure.

3. SIMQUAKE III EXPERIMENT

The SIMQUAKE III experiment was jointly sponsored by EPRI and the Niagara
Mohawk Power Cooperation (NMPC). The major difference between the SIMQUAKE I
and II experiments 121 and the SIMQUAKE III testing 71 is the soil founda-
tion prope�ty. In the SIMQUAKE III testing, model structures were constructed
with their foundations set in rock sockets.

3.1 Model Design and Forcing Input

The two rectangular structures tested (1/10- and 1/20-scale) were designed

based loosely on NMPC1s Nine Mile Point Unit Containment building and the

two cylindrical models were similar in design to those used in the SIMQUAKE I

and 11 experiments. The latter two were tested to provide data for different

site conditions.

Both forced vibration and explosive induced ground-motion tests were performed

on four model structures. Three planar arrays of buried explosives (a total

of 8700 lb which is equivalent to 9400 lb TNT) were detonated sequentially

to create the strong ground-motion input. The structures and surrounding rock

were instrumented, similar to SIMQUAKE I and II experiments to furnish data

for analytical correlation.

3.2 Test Results

Unlike the SIMQUAKE I and 11 test rsults, which show significant frequency

variations, the structure frequencies observed during the explosive test

(strong ground-motion) in SIMQUAKE III correspond reasonably well with those
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reported for the forced vibration tests (low level excitation) as shown in
Table 1. The explosive test frequencies tend to be on the low end or slightly
lower than the ranges of sine dwell test frequencies. With the exception of
the 1/20-scale rectangular structure, all of the structures exhibited approxi-
mately 10% damping on the ring-down of the explosive test as given in
Table 2 This is somewhat higher than the 35% to 7 damping obtained from
the forced vibration tests. The 1/20-scale rectangular structure damping was
found to be approximately 35% for both the explosive test and most of the
forced vibration tests.

Overall, the SIMQUAKE III test results show small SSI effect for the rock
sites. The data base supplements the SIMQUAKE I and 11 data base for
providing variations needed to benchmarking computer simulation procedures for
SSI analysis.

4. LOTUNG EARTHQUAKE EXPERIMENT

In the simulated earthquake experiments discussed in the above, the detonation
of vertical arrays of explosives propagated wave motions through the ground to
the model structures. Although such a simualtion can provide information
about dynamic SSI characteristics in a strong motion environment, it lacks
seismic wave scattering characteristics for studying the effects of different
kinds of wave composition to the soil-structure response.

4.1 Model Structures

To supplement these simulated earthquakes and address their inadequacies,
EPRI, with the cooperation of Taipower, designed and constructed 1/4-scale and
1/12-scale reinforced concrete containment structures in Lotung, Taiwan, for
actual earthquake-induced response monitoring [8]. The model structures are
located in a sesimically active area, where the University of California at
Berkeley in 1980, under a National Science Foundation grant and under the
direction of Professors B. Bolt and J. Penzien, deployed a two-dimensional
strong motion array (SMART 1) 91 to collect seismological data. The soft
soil site conditions at Lotung are expected to result in a significant amount
of SSI.

The 1/4-scale model is cylindrical in configuration, Figure 9 Its size and
shape was selected on the basis of cost and seismic response considerations.
One of the major considerations in designing the 1/4-scale model was to have
maximum amplifications under actual earthquake-induced strong motions. Since
the dominant frequencies of earthquakes in Lotung based on data collected by
SMART are in the range of 3 to Hz, the 1/4-scale model was therefore
designed to have a fundamental frequency in the same range. For internal
component response monitoring, a mocked-up steam generator and a pipe run were
included within the model, Figure 9.

The 1/12-scale model also hs a cylindrical configuration, and is essentially
the same as the 1/12-scale models tested in the SIMQUAKE experiments. The
purpose of installing the 1/12-scale model was to obtain actual earthquake-
induced data that can be directly compared with data from the SMQUAKE experi-
ments. Recognizing that the Lotung soil conditions are different from soil
conditions of the SIMQUAKE tests conducted in New Mexico and New York, analy-
tical studies will be required to evaluate causes of similar and dissimilar
dynamic response.
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TABLE 

COMPARISON OF FIRST MODE FREQUENCIES FROM
EXPLOSIVE AND FORCED VIBRATION TESTS

Frequency (Hz)

Forced
Explosive Vibration

Structure Test(I) Tests(2)

1/10-Scale Rectangle 36 37.8 - 45.0

1/20-Scale Rectangle 74 83.0 - 90.0

1/12-Scale Cylinder 36 34.4 - 36.0
Without Rock Bolts

1/12-Scale Cyliner 39 40.0 - 43.6
With Rock Bolts

(1) Derived from transfer functions of explosive test data.

(2) The range of frequencies derived from the various tests with the same
backfill conditions as reported 7.

TABLE 2

LOG DECREMENT DAMPING VALUES DERIVED
FROM THE EXPLOSIVE TEST DATA

1st Mode
Response
Amplitude Damping

Structure (g) %

1/10-Scale 2.5 10
Rectangle

1/20-Scale 6 3.5
Rectangle

1/12-Scale 4 10
Cylinder Without
Rock Bolts

1/12-Scale 1.5 10
Cylinder With
Rock Bolts
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4.2 Data for Analytical Correlation

Both the free field, the near field, and the models were instrumented as shown
in Figures 10 and 11. The free-field instrumentation has three linear surface
arrays radiating out approximately 150 feet 45 m) 41/2 diameters of the
1/4-scale model) from the 1/4-scale model and two downhole arrays to depth
approximately 150 feet 45 m), one of the downhole arrays adjacent to the
model nd the other in line with the outer edge of the surface array. Strong
motion accelerometers were installed on the basemat and on the containment
wall.near the top of the 1112- and 1/4-scale models to record the foundation
basemat motion and dynamic structural amplification. Also installed at the
interface of the basemat and soil as well as the embedded portion of the wall
and soil are pressure cells to monitor uplifting and bonding-debonding between
soil and structure during strong motion earthquakes. Since the models are
located within the SMART strong moticn array, seismological data and studies
carried out on the SMART data for the Lotung region will provide valuable
information for characterizing the seismic environment in which the models are
located.

Construction of the two model structures was completed and data collection
started in September 1985. By July 1986, twelve major earthquakes ranging

from Richter magnitude 53 to 65 were recorded. The maximum peak ground

acceleration recorded was bout 03 g.

Data will be recorded continuously for a period of no less than five years

with the option to extend if such a need is deemed appropriate. In addition

to the earthquake data described in the above, experiments were performed to

obtain site geological profiel, in-situ geological properties (e.g., plane and

shear wave velocities), nd laboratory soil test data (e.g., resonate column

test, triaxial test, etc.). This information is required for I modeling and

analysis. The USNRC and EPRI also jointly sponsored the forced vibration

tests on the 114- and 1/12-scale models to complement the earthquake data for

linear and nonlinear SSI investigation.

4.3 SSI Mehotd Validation

EPRI, RC and Taipower are currently sponsoring SSI method validation using

the Lotung data. Although each funds its own studies, close coordination and

cooperation re maintained. Under the technical exchangement, the Tokyo

Electric Power Company (TEPCO) is also sponsoring the Japanese industry in

utilizing the Lotung data for SSI method validation.

The methods selected for evaluation by EPRI and NRC include the lumped-

parameter spring-dashpot approach, direct method using the finite element code

FLUSH, nd substructuring impedance techniques by the CLASSI and SASSI

codes. Each method will be used to make blind predictions (recorded responses

not available to predictor) of the site, building, and equipment response to

the given input.

The validation program involves simultaneous independent efforts by each

analyst. The essentials of the validation program consist of the following

four major elements:
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- Given soil, structural, and geological information typically available
to a nculear plant design, construct a best estimate analytical model
and perform blind prediction of response to forced vibration tests.

- Compare the predictive calculations with the forced vibration measure-
ments and develop an improved soil-structure model by correlating
dynamic response characteristics between test and analysis.

- Given earthquake control motion at the free-field ground surface,
perform blind prediction of site and structural responses by using
common industry SSI practice, which considers soil parameter variations
and vertically propagated shear waves. At least two models are to be
used in these predictive calculations. One is the original best-
estimate model, and the other is the forced-vibration correlated model.

- Compare prediction results with recorded earthquake response data for
both original and modified models. Conduct an engineering assessment
of modeling technique and analysis method used.

5. OTHER ON-SITE EXPERIMENTS

In cooperation with the California Strong Motion Program, EPRI has initiated
an experiment near the Parkfield segment of the San Andreas fault in central
California. During the past 150 years, the Parkfield segment has ruptured on
the average of every 22 years causing an earthquake of Richter magnitude or
greater. The last earthquake was in 1966. On the basis of past earthquake
occurrences, a long-range prediction has been made with high probability for
1988. EPRI has designed and installed a dense array of 13 surface and 
downhole accelerometers which are located about 7 km from the San Andreas
fault. The array is designed to measure the incoherency (i.e., spatial
variability) of ground motion over distances comparable to the dimensions of a
nuclear power plant. Reduction in structural response due to incoherenc of
input motion has been postulated in past licensing applications, but a high
quality data set to test the phenomenon has been lacking. Free-field measure-
ments of incoherency on firm ground have never been made over the distances of
interest for nuclear plant design.

In cooperation with the USGS, EPRI is conducting a soil dynamics experiment at
a site 0.5 km from the Parkfield section of the San Andreas fault, where
water-saturated, cohesionless soil layers are near the surface. The objective
is to measure simultaneously, at various depths, the buildup of pore-water
pressure and the time-history of ground acceleration. These data will be
critical for validating predictive models of soil response to strong ground
shaking.

At Lotung, the same type of soil dynamics experiment is being performed by the
University of California at Davis under the sponsorship of the U.S. National
Science Foundation and the National Taiwan University under the sponsorship of
the National Research Council of Taiwan, Republic of China. EPRI is supple-
menting these efforts by installing addition pore pressure gauges and soil
settlement gauges.
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The on-site experimental program for seismic verification at EPRI provides
data needed for the validation of SSI methodologies. A workshop on Loting SSI
analysis is planned in which all the results and findings will be presented
and discussed. These results and findings will contribute significantly to
the assessment of current industry SSI practice and regulatory SSI acceptance
criteria.

The ground motion and soil dynamics experiments near the San Andreas fault and
Lotung (including SMART 1) will provide further data on nonlinear response of
soils in strong earthquakes and will allow validation of current practice to
predict these phenomena.
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